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Viking Software Solutions has developed data entry-related software since 1980.
Viking’s philosophy of producing a quality product and providing incomparable technical
support has generated a loyal client base, encompassing both government and business
enterprises…large and small…local and worldwide.
Viking’s mission statement is twofold:
} Provide best practice human interface tools for the most demanding processes.
} Make those specific applications easy for data entry personnel to set up and use.
Viking has knowledgeable technical staff members who are dedicated to helping
customers improve processes through its software. Viking customers testify to their
Viking experience, citing performance superiority, exceptional technical support and an
evolution of products that meet their changing needs.
Core Data Entry Products
All of Viking’s data entry solutions are:
} Designed with open architectures that allow easy integration with any imaging system.
} Easy to use. They don’t require extensive training and a lot of ongoing consulting.
} Supported by a team of experts, proficient in the use and configuration of your software.
VDE+Images offers rapid and accurate data entry from paper or images, where
documents are unstructured or arrive in unpredictable order, such as wholesale lockbox
and land title records.
VDE offers traditional heads-down data entry from paper documents. VDE is widely used
to supplement key-from-image processes for documents that are damaged or unreadable.
It comes with VDE+Images for a seamless user experience.
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ImagEntry allows rapid and accurate keying from images of structured documents such
as medical claims, credit applications, etc. ImagEntry includes a feature called Record
Level Verify, a double-key compare process which increases accuracy.
An optional application programming interface (API) lets programmers customize
VDE+Images or ImagEntry. It is what makes Viking’s “best of breed” integration possible.
Product previews are available on the company website, www.vikingsoft.com. All
products may be evaluated free of charge for a 30 days. Email info@vikingsoft.com or
call (918) 491-6144 to learn more.
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